
 

 

 

 

 

                  Together with  

 

Soprintendenza per i Beni Archeologici                 and                                           Pro Loco Reggio alabria 

della Calabria                                  S. Salvatore 

 

Organizes 

THE FIRST ARCHEOLOGICAL EXCAVATION 

MOTTA SANT’AGATA: 

The Middle Ages in town 

SUMMER CAMP from 15th July to 5th August 2012 

Reggio Calabria  

Archeological excavation and cultural tourism in the town of the 

"Bronzi di Riace" to discover the most fascinating southern province of 

the Italian Peninsula. 

 

  
 

This  first excavation involves the medieval village of Motta Sant’Agata located on the right bank of 

Sant’Agata river ,in the south of the Province of Reggio Calabria . 



The site  stands on an impressive cliff, particularly interesting for its position as well as for its history as  

one of the most important municipalities of Calabria. 

The origins of the site are still unknown, perhaps it was a Byzantine Kastron ,rebuilt several times over 

the centuries, although the presence of several caves in the rock, within the perimeter of the fortress, 

suggest an older settlement. 

Sant’Agata was part of a land division system called “Motta”, on the hills overlooking the Straits of 

Messina, built to defend the territory from the enemy attacks from anyside. 

Sant’Agata bears the name of a Sicilian Saint after whom, one of its destroyed churches was named. 

Certainly  unique and very interesting was its town plan and organisation  mainly in the Byzantine period: 

the town centre was  on the top of the cliff , surrounded by imposing  walls with a gate open to the inland 

part of the slopes ,the “inland gate” only reached by a steep and tortuous flight of steps.  Inside there 

were  government and  municipal buildings as well as the prison and barracks. 

Remains of churches, mills and cisterns thanks can still be seen walking along the paths surrounded by 

ancient olive and carob trees. 

In Motta Sant’Agata there were numerous churches, among which San Nicola considered the most 

remarkable. It is still possible to see large outer walls rebuilt in different times,  the apse, the crypt and 

many tombs. 

Other important remains include the church of San Basilio  where fragments of frescoes are still visible on 

the outer walls. 

The highest part of the plateau sloped  towards the sea in a place called “Soccorso” where on the western 

side of the walls ,another gate named “ Sea gate ”was open. This  gate which still shows part of its 

buttress,  was equipped with a drawbridge connecting the “land Castle” to another fortress located on a 

lower plateau: The suburb of Sant’Andrea , that was a sort of vanguard against a  first attack. Even if   

the attackers had  got past  Sant’Andrea  fortress,  they wouldn’t have been able to  pass the sheer walls 

of the Castle Town. 

  
 

This made Sant’Agata really unassailable and gave it a stability over the  centuries by forming a federal 

political system with the suburbs of Armo, Cardeto, Cataforio, Mosorrofa, San Salvatore, that made the 

little town flourishing and able to resist the annexation by the near town of Reggio. 

 A terrible earthquake that devasted the territory of Reggio Calabria, destroyed Sant’Agata on 5th 

February 1783. Its surviving inhabitants left the town and moved to the near village of Gallina. 



 

EXCAVATION  PROGRAM: 

 Archaeological survey of the church of San Basilio - from 15th July to 5th August  2012 

ACTIVITIES: 

 excavation activities 

  laboratories 

  Seminars 

  Meetings 

 excursions 

DESCRIPTION: 

Sunday, 15th July :  Arrival, accommodation, social dinner 

Sunday, 5th August:  Departure  

EXCAVATION ACTIVITIES:  Monday to Friday from 7.30 to 13.30 a.m. 

WORKSHOPS:  on Tuesday and Thursday afternoon from 17.00 to 19.00, include: 

 activities such as washing, labeling and first consolidation work on the excavation material 

 seminars on tools: manual graphic relief and instrumental techniques 

 meetings about historical and archaeological topics of the area 

 

EXCURSIONS: 

Wednesday,  18th July:   visit to the city of Reggio Calabria 

Saturday,  21st  July:  Visit to the Archaeological Park of Tauriani;  Tonnara  seaside in  Palmi (RC) 

Sunday,  22nd July:  Fiumara La Verde Gorges,  Ruins of Precacore, Samos  

Wednesday,  25th July:  visit to the castle of San Niceto, Motta San Giovanni 

Thursdays,  26th July: Typical dinner at San Salvatore 

Saturday,  28th July:  trip to Scylla seaside 

Sunday,  29th July:  Casignana-Roman villa; Locri-archaeological park, Gioiosa Ionica- Naniglio Villa 

Wednesday,  1st August:   Bagnara Calabria 

Saturday,  4th August:  Grecanic  Area 



PRICES: 

For not residents 

 € 300,00 for the first week 

 € 250,00 for the next few weeks 

 € 800,00 for the whole period (three 

weeks) 

For residents 

 € 100,00 for the first week 

 € 50,00 for the next few weeks 

 € 200,00 for the whole period (three 

weeks) 

Price includes: 

 For non-residents:  

 Accommodation, meals, insurance, 

transfer 

  to the selected  places of excursion  

 For residents:  

 Insurance, transfers to the selected  

 places of excursion 

 

A certificate of attendance will be issued 

How to get to Reggio Calabria:   

 by air - "Tito Minniti" Airport of the Straits 

– RC 

 by train - FS Central Station  RC 

 by car: A3 (SA-RC Motorway)  

For further information:  Sezione Italia Nostra-RC 

reggiocalabria@italianostra.org, Tel 3898764866 

info@prolocoreggio-calabria.it Tel 327 7727348 
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